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Front Hooks 6s to make 7s 

P 

P-ACTION PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing (agree))) [n -S] 

P-ADDERS PADDERS ADDEPRS PADDER, one that pads (to line or stuff with soft material) [n] 

P-ADDING PADDING ADDGINP material with which to pad [n -S] / PAD, to line or stuff with soft material [v] 

P-ADDLED PADDLED ADDDELP PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

P-ADDLES PADDLES ADDELPS PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

P-AEONIC PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

P-AGINGS PAGINGS AGGINPS PAGING, transfer of computer pages [n] 

P-AIRING PAIRING AGIINPR matching of two opponents in tournament [n -S] / PAIR, to arrange in sets of two [v] 

P-ALATES PALATES AAELPST PALATE, roof of mouth [n] 

P-ALLIUM PALLIUM AILLMPU cloak worn in ancient Rome [n -S, -IA] 

P-ALTERS PALTERS AELPRST PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

P-ANELED PANELED ADEELNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

P-ANTHER PANTHER AEHNPRT leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n -S] 

P-ANTING PANTING AGINNPT PANT, to breathe quickly and with difficulty [v] 

P-APPOSE PAPPOSE AEOPPPS PAPPUS, tuft of bristles on achene of certain plants [adj] 

P-ARABLE PARABLE AABELPR simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n -S] 

P-ARCHED PARCHED ACDEHPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

P-ARCHES PARCHES ACEHPRS PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

P-ARISES PARISES AEIPRSS PARIS, European herb [n] 

P-ARSONS PARSONS ANOPRSS PARSON, clergyman [n] 

P-ARTIER PARTIER AEIPRRT partyer (one that parties (divided into different-colored parts)) [n -S] 

P-ASHING PASHING AGHINPS PASH, to strike violently [v] 

P-ASTERN PASTERN AENPRST part of horse's foot [n -S] 

P-ASTERS PASTERS AEPRSST PASTER, one that pastes (to fasten with sticky mixture) [n] 

P-ATTEST PATTEST AEPSTTT PAT, known thoroughly [adj] 

P-AWNING PAWNING AGINNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

P-ECHING PECHING CEGHINP PECH, to pant (to breathe quickly and with difficulty) [v] 

P-EGGING PEGGING EGGGINP PEG, to fasten with peg (wooden pin) [v] 

P-ELITES PELITES EEILPST PELITE, rock composed of fine fragments [n] 

P-ENATES PENATES AEENPST Roman gods of household [n] 

P-ENDING PENDING DEGINNP PEND, to remain undecided or unsettled [v] 

P-ENSILE PENSILE EEILNPS hanging loosely [adj] 

P-EONISM PEONISM EIMNOPS peonage (condition of being peon) [n -S] 

P-ESTERS PESTERS EEPRSST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

P-HARMER PHARMER AEHMPRR one who participates in pharming [n -S] 

P-HATTER PHATTER AEHPRTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

P-HONERS PHONERS EHNOPRS PHONER, one who calls someone on telephone [n] 

P-HONEYS PHONEYS EHNOPSY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

P-HONIED PHONIED DEHINOP PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

P-HONING PHONING GHINNOP PHONE, to telephone [v] 

P-ICKERS PICKERS CEIKPRS PICKER, one that picks (to select (to choose)) [n] 

P-ICKIER PICKIER CEIIKPR PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

P-IGGING PIGGING GGGIINP PIG, to bear pigs (cloven-hoofed mammals) [v] 

P-IMPING PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S] / PIMP, to solicit clients for prostitute [v] 
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P-IMPLED PIMPLED DEILMPP PIMPLE, inflamed swelling of skin [adj] 

P-INCHED PINCHED CDEHINP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

P-INCHER PINCHER CEHINPR one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n -S] 

P-INCHES PINCHES CEHINPS PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

P-INFOLD PINFOLD DFILNOP to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-INIONS PINIONS IINNOPS PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

P-INKERS PINKERS EIKNPRS PINKER, one that pinks (to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth) [n] 

P-INKIER PINKIER EIIKNPR PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

P-INKING PINKING GIIKNNP method of cutting or decorating [n -S] / PINK, to cut saw-toothed edge on cloth [v] 

P-INNATE PINNATE AEINNPT resembling feather [adj] 

P-INNERS PINNERS EINNPRS PINNER, one that pins (to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal)) [n] 

P-INNING PINNING GIINNNP PIN, to fasten with pin (slender, pointed piece of metal) [v] 

P-ITCHED PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

P-ITCHES PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

P-LACERS PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

P-LACING PLACING ACGILNP state of being ranked in race [n -S] / PLACE, to set in particular position [v] 

P-LANATE PLANATE AAELNPT having flat surface [adj] 

P-LANNER PLANNER AELNNPR one that plans (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [n -S] 

P-LASHED PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

P-LASHER PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

P-LASHES PLASHES AEHLPSS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

P-LASTER PLASTER AELPRST to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-LATENS PLATENS AELNPST PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

P-LATINA PLATINA AAILNPT platinum (metallic element) [n -S] 

P-LATTER PLATTER AELPRTT large, shallow dish [n -S] 

P-LAYERS PLAYERS AELPRSY PLAYER, one that plays (to engage in amusement or sport) [n] 

P-LAYING PLAYING AGILNPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [v] 

P-LAYOFF PLAYOFF AFFLOPY series of games played to determine championship [n -S] 

P-LEADED PLEADED ADDEELP PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

P-LEADER PLEADER ADEELPR one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n -S] 

P-LEASED PLEASED ADEELPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

P-LEASER PLEASER AEELPRS one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n -S] 

P-LEASES PLEASES AEELPSS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

P-LEDGED PLEDGED DDEEGLP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

P-LEDGER PLEDGER DEEGLPR one that pledges something [n -S] 

P-LEDGES PLEDGES DEEGLPS PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

P-LESSOR PLESSOR ELOPRSS plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n -S] 

P-LIABLE PLIABLE ABEILLP easily bent [adj] 

P-LIGHTS PLIGHTS GHILPST PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

P-LINKED PLINKED DEIKLNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

P-LINKER PLINKER EIKLNPR one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n -S] 

P-LOPPED PLOPPED DELOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

P-LOTTED PLOTTED DELOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

P-LOTTER PLOTTER ELOPRTT one that plots (to plan secretly) [n -S] 

P-LOUGHS PLOUGHS GHLOPSU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

P-LOVERS PLOVERS ELOPRSV PLOVER, shore bird [n] 
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P-LOWBOY PLOWBOY BLOOPWY boy who leads plow team [n -S] 

P-LOWERS PLOWERS ELOPRSW PLOWER, one that plows (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [n] 

P-LOWING PLOWING GILNOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [v] 

P-LUCKED PLUCKED CDEKLPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

P-LUGGED PLUGGED DEGGLPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

P-LUGGER PLUGGER EGGLPRU one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n -S] 

P-LUMBER PLUMBER BELMPRU one who installs and repairs plumbing [n -S] 

P-LUMPED PLUMPED DELMPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

P-LUMPEN PLUMPEN ELMNPPU to plump (to make plump) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-LUMPER PLUMPER ELMPPRU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] / heavy fall [n -S] 

P-LUNGED PLUNGED DEGLNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

P-LUNGER PLUNGER EGLNPRU one that plunges (to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something) [n -S] 

P-LUNGES PLUNGES EGLNPSU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

P-LUNKER PLUNKER EKLNPRU one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n -S] 

P-LUSHED PLUSHED DEHLPSU showily luxurious [adj] 

P-LUSHER PLUSHER EHLPRSU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

P-LUSHES PLUSHES EHLPSSU PLUSH, fabric with long pile [n] 

P-LUSHLY PLUSHLY HLLPSUY PLUSH, luxurious [adv] 

P-ODIUMS PODIUMS DIMOPSU PODIUM, small platform (raised floor or flat surface) [n] 

P-OODLES POODLES DELOOPS POODLE, heavy-coated dog [n] 

P-OOHING POOHING GHINOOP POOH, to express contempt for [v] 

P-ORGIES PORGIES EGIOPRS PORGY, marine food fish [n] 

P-OTHERS POTHERS EHOPRST POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

P-OTTERS POTTERS EOPRSTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

P-OUCHED POUCHED CDEHOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

P-OUCHES POUCHES CEHOPSU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

P-OUNCES POUNCES CENOPSU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

P-OUTERS POUTERS EOPRSTU POUTER, one that pouts (to protrude lips in ill humor) [n] 

P-OUTING POUTING GINOPTU POUT, to protrude lips in ill humor [v] 

P-RAISED PRAISED ADEIPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

P-RAISER PRAISER AEIPRRS one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n -S] 

P-RAISES PRAISES AEIPRSS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

P-RANCES PRANCES ACENPRS PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

P-RANGED PRANGED ADEGNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

P-RANKED PRANKED ADEKNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

P-RATERS PRATERS AEPRRST PRATER, one that prates (to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially)) [n] 

P-RATING PRATING AGINPRT PRATE, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

P-RATTLE PRATTLE AELPRTT to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

P-RAYING PRAYING AGINPRY PRAY, to address prayers to [v] 

P-REACTS PREACTS ACEPRST PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

P-REARMS PREARMS AEMPRRS PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

P-REAVER PREAVER AEEPRRV to aver or assert beforehand [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

P-REBIDS PREBIDS BDEIPRS PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

P-REBILL PREBILL BEILLPR to bill beforehand [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

P-REBIND PREBIND BDEINPR to bind beforehand [v -BOUND, -ING, -S] 

P-REBOIL PREBOIL BEILOPR to boil beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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P-REBOOK PREBOOK BEKOOPR to book beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REBUYS PREBUYS BEPRSUY PREBUY, to buy beforehand [v] 

P-RECAST PRECAST ACEPRST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 

P-RECEDE PRECEDE CDEEEPR to go before [v -D, -DING, -S] 

P-RECENT PRECENT CEENPRT to lead church choir in singing [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

P-RECEPT PRECEPT CEEPPRT rule of conduct [n -S] 

P-RECESS PRECESS CEEPRSS to rotate with complex motion [v -ED, ING, -ES] 

P-RECIPE PRECIPE CEEIPPR praecipe (legal writ) [n -S] 

P-RECODE PRECODE CDEEOPR to code beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

P-RECOOK PRECOOK CEKOOPR to cook beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RECOUP PRECOUP CEOPPRU preceding coup [adj] 

P-RECUTS PRECUTS CEPRSTU PRECUT, to cut beforehand [v] 

P-REDATE PREDATE ADEEPRT to date before actual or specified time [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-REDIAL PREDIAL ADEILPR praedial (pertaining to land) [adj] 

P-REEDIT PREEDIT DEEIPRT to edit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REFACE PREFACE ACEEFPR to provide with introductory statement [v -D, -CING, -S] 

P-REFECT PREFECT CEEFPRT ancient Roman official [n -S] 

P-REFERS PREFERS EEFPRRS PREFER, to hold in higher regard or esteem [v] 

P-REFILE PREFILE EEFILPR to file beforehand [v -D, -LING, -S] 

P-REFIRE PREFIRE EEFIPRR to fire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-REFORM PREFORM EFMOPRR to form beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REFUND PREFUND DEFNPRU to fund beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REHEAT PREHEAT AEEHPRT to heat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RELATE PRELATE AEELPRT high-ranking clergyman [n -S] 

P-RELOAD PRELOAD ADELOPR to load beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REMADE PREMADE ADEEMPR made beforehand [adj] 

P-REMEET PREMEET EEEMPRT preceding meet [adj] 

P-REMISE PREMISE EEIMPRS to state in advance [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REMISS PREMISS EIMPRSS proposition in logic [n -ES] 

P-REMIXT PREMIXT EIMPRTX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

P-REMOLD PREMOLD DELMOPR to mold beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RENAME PRENAME AEEMNPR forename (first name) [n -S] 

P-REPACK PREPACK ACEKPPR to package before retail distribution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REPAID PREPAID ADEIPPR PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

P-REPAVE PREPAVE AEEPPRV to pave beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

P-REPAYS PREPAYS AEPPRSY PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

P-REPLAN PREPLAN AELNPPR to plan in advance [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 

P-REPOSE PREPOSE EEOPPRS to place something in front of another [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REPPED PREPPED DEEPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

P-RESALE PRESALE AEELPRS sale in advance [n -S] 

P-RESELL PRESELL EELLPRS to promote product not yet being sold to public [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

P-RESENT PRESENT EENPRST to bring into presence of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESETS PRESETS EEPRSST PRESET, to set beforehand [v] 

P-RESHIP PRESHIP EHIPPRS to ship beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

P-RESHOW PRESHOW EHOPRSW to show beforehand [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

P-RESIDE PRESIDE DEEIPRS to occupy position of authority [v -D, -DING, -S] 
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P-RESIFT PRESIFT EFIPRST to sift beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESOAK PRESOAK AEKOPRS to soak beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESOLD PRESOLD DELOPRS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

P-RESORT PRESORT EOPRRST to sort beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESTER PRESTER EEPRRST priest [n -S] 

P-RESUME PRESUME EEMPRSU to take for granted [v -D, -MING, -S] 

P-RETAPE PRETAPE AEEPPRT to tape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

P-RETELL PRETELL EELLPRT to tell beforehand [v -TOLD, -ING, -S] 

P-RETEST PRETEST EEPRSTT to give preliminary test to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RETOLD PRETOLD DELOPRT PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

P-RETRIM PRETRIM EIMPRRT to trim beforehand [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

P-RETYPE PRETYPE EEPPRTY to type beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

P-REVERB PREVERB BEEPRRV prefix or particle preceding root of verb [n -S] 

P-REVIEW PREVIEW EEIPRVW to view or exhibit in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REVISE PREVISE EEIPRSV to foresee (to see in advance) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REVUES PREVUES EEPRSUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

P-REWARM PREWARM AEMPRRW to warm beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REWASH PREWASH AEHPRSW to wash beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

P-REWIRE PREWIRE EEIPRRW to wire beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-REWORK PREWORK EKOPRRW to work beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REWORN PREWORN ENOPRRW previously worn by someone [adj] 

P-REWRAP PREWRAP AEPPRRW to wrap beforehand [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

P-RICERS PRICERS CEIPRRS PRICER, one that prices (to set value on) [n] 

P-RICING PRICING CGIINPR PRICE, to set value on [v] 

P-RICKED PRICKED CDEIKPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

P-RIDING PRIDING DGIINPR PRIDE, to feel pride (feeling of self-esteem) [v] 

P-RIGGED PRIGGED DEGGIPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

P-RILLED PRILLED DEILLPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

P-RIMERS PRIMERS EIMPRRS PRIMER, book that covers basics of subject [n] 

P-RIMING PRIMING GIIMNPR act of one that primes [n -S] / PRIME, to make ready (prepared) [v] 

P-RIMMED PRIMMED DEIMMPR PRIM, to give prim expression to [v] 

P-RIMMER PRIMMER EIMMPRR PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

P-RISING PRISING GIINPRS PRISE, to raise or force with lever [v] 

P-RIVETS PRIVETS EIPRSTV PRIVET, ornamental shrub [n] 

P-ROBAND PROBAND ABDNOPR one whose reactions or responses are studied [n -S] 

P-ROBING PROBING BGINOPR PROBE, to investigate or examine thoroughly [v] 

P-RODDED PRODDED DDDEOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

P-ROOFED PROOFED DEFOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

P-ROOFER PROOFER EFOOPRR one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n -S] 

P-ROPERS PROPERS EOPPRRS PROPER, portion of Mass [n] 

P-ROSIER PROSIER EIOPRRS PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

P-ROSILY PROSILY ILOPRSY in prosy manner [adv] 

P-ROSING PROSING GINOPRS PROSE, to write prose (writing without metrical structure) [v] 

P-ROVERS PROVERS EOPRRSV PROVER, one that proves (to establish truth or validity of) [n] 

P-ROVING PROVING GINOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [v] 

P-RUDERY PRUDERY DEPRRUY excessive regard for propriety, modesty, or morality [n -RIES] 
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P-SALTER PSALTER AELPRST book of psalms [n -S] 

P-SHAWED PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

P-UMPING PUMPING GIMNPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [v] 

P-UNTIES PUNTIES EINPSTU PUNTY, iron rod used in glassmaking [n] 

P-UPPING PUPPING GINPPPU PUP, to give birth to puppies [v] 

P-URANIC PURANIC ACINPRU PURANA, Hindu scripture [adj] 

P-URGERS PURGERS EGPRRSU PURGER, one that purges (to purify (to free from impurities)) [n] 

P-URGING PURGING GGINPRU act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n -S] / PURGE, to purify (to free from impurities) [v] 

P-URINES PURINES EINPRSU PURINE, chemical compound [n] 

P-USHERS PUSHERS EHPRSSU PUSHER, one that pushes (to exert force in order to cause motion away from force) [n] 

P-UTTERS PUTTERS EPRSTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 7s to make 8s 

P 

P-ACTIONS PACTIONS ACINOPST PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing (agree))) [n] 

P-ADDLING PADDLING ADDGILNP act of one who paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n -S] / PADDLE, [v] 

P-AIRINGS PAIRINGS AGIINPRS PAIRING, matching of two opponents in tournament [n] 

P-AIRWISE PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv] 

P-ALIMONY PALIMONY AILMNOPY allowance paid to one member of unmarried couple who have separated [n -NIES] 

P-ALLIUMS PALLIUMS AILLMPSU PALLIUM, cloak worn in ancient Rome [n] 

P-ALTERED PALTERED ADEELPRT PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

P-ALTERER PALTERER AEELPRRT one that palters (to talk or act insincerely) [n -S] 

P-ANELING PANELING AEGILNNP material with which to panel [n -S] / PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

P-ANTHERS PANTHERS AEHNPRST PANTHER, leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n] 

P-ARABLES PARABLES AABELPRS PARABLE, simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n] 

P-ARCHING PARCHING ACGHINPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

P-ARTICLE PARTICLE ACEILPRT very small piece or part [n -S] 

P-ARTIEST PARTIEST AEIPRSTT party [adj] 

P-ARTISAN PARTISAN AAINPRST firm supporter of person, party, or cause [n -S] 

P-EARLIER PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

P-ECTASES PECTASES ACEEPSST PECTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

P-ENCHANT PENCHANT ACEHNNPT strong liking for something [n -S] 

P-ENOLOGY PENOLOGY EGLNOOPY science of punishment of crime [n -GIES] 

P-EONISMS PEONISMS EIMNOPSS PEONISM, peonage (condition of being peon) [n] 

P-HARMERS PHARMERS AEHMPRRS PHARMER, one who participates in pharming [n] 

P-HARMING PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

P-HONEYED PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

P-ICKIEST PICKIEST CEIIKPST PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

P-IMPINGS PIMPINGS GIIMNPPS PIMPING, practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n] 

P-INCHERS PINCHERS CEHINPRS PINCHER, one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n] 

P-INCHING PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

P-INFOLDS PINFOLDS DFILNOPS PINFOLD, to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v] 

P-INKIEST PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

P-ITCHIER PITCHIER CEHIIPRT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 
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P-ITCHILY PITCHILY CHIILPTY in very dark manner [adv] 

P-ITCHING PITCHING CGHIINPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

P-LACINGS PLACINGS ACGILNPS PLACING, state of being ranked in race [n] 

P-LANCHES PLANCHES ACEHLNPS PLANCH, plank [n] / PLANCHE [n] 

P-LANNERS PLANNERS AELNNPRS PLANNER, one that plans (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [n] 

P-LASHERS PLASHERS AEHLPRSS PLASHER, one that plashes (to weave together) [n] 

P-LASHING PLASHING AGHILNPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

P-LASTERS PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v] 

P-LATINAS PLATINAS AAILNPST PLATINA, platinum (metallic element) [n] 

P-LATTERS PLATTERS AELPRSTT PLATTER, large, shallow dish [n] 

P-LAYOFFS PLAYOFFS AFFLOPSY PLAYOFF, series of games played to determine championship [n] 

P-LEACHED PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

P-LEACHES PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

P-LEADERS PLEADERS ADEELPRS PLEADER, one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n] 

P-LEADING PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

P-LEASERS PLEASERS AEELPRSS PLEASER, one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n] 

P-LEASING PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

P-LEATHER PLEATHER AEEHLPRT plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S] 

P-LEDGERS PLEDGERS DEEGLPRS PLEDGER, one that pledges something [n] 

P-LESSORS PLESSORS ELOPRSSS PLESSOR, plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n] 

P-LIGHTED PLIGHTED DEGHILPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

P-LIGHTER PLIGHTER EGHILPRT one that plights (to promise or bind by solemn pledge) [n -S] 

P-LINKERS PLINKERS EIKLNPRS PLINKER, one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n] 

P-LINKING PLINKING GIIKLNNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

P-LOPPING PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

P-LOTTERS PLOTTERS ELOPRSTT PLOTTER, one that plots (to plan secretly) [n] 

P-LOTTING PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

P-LOWBOYS PLOWBOYS BLOOPSWY PLOWBOY, boy who leads plow team [n] 

P-LOWLAND PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 

P-LUCKIER PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

P-LUCKILY PLUCKILY CIKLLPUY PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adv] 

P-LUCKING PLUCKING CGIKLNPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

P-LUGGERS PLUGGERS EGGLPRSU PLUGGER, one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n] 

P-LUGGING PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

P-LUMBAGO PLUMBAGO ABGLMOPU graphite (variety of carbon) [n -S] 

P-LUMBERS PLUMBERS BELMPRSU PLUMBER, one who installs and repairs plumbing [n] 

P-LUMPENS PLUMPENS ELMNPPSU PLUMPEN, to plump (to make plump) [v] 

P-LUMPERS PLUMPERS ELMPPRSU PLUMPER, heavy fall [n] 

P-LUMPIER PLUMPIER EILMPPRU PLUMPY, plumpish (somewhat plump) [adj] 

P-LUMPING PLUMPING GILMNPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

P-LUMPISH PLUMPISH HILMPPSU somewhat plump [adj] 

P-LUNGERS PLUNGERS EGLNPRSU PLUNGER, one that plunges (to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something) [n] 

P-LUNGING PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

P-LUNKERS PLUNKERS EKLNPRSU PLUNKER, one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n] 

P-LUSHEST PLUSHEST EHLPSSTU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

P-LYINGLY PLYINGLY GILLNPYY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly [adv] 
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P-ORTOLAN PORTOLAN ALNOOPRT book of sailing directions [n -S] 

P-OSTMARK POSTMARK AKMOPRST to stamp mail with official mark [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-OTHERED POTHERED DEEHOPRT POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

P-OUCHING POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

P-RAISERS PRAISERS AEIPRRSS PRAISER, one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n] 

P-RAISING PRAISING AGIINPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

P-RANGING PRANGING AGGINNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

P-RANKING PRANKING AGIKNNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

P-RANKISH PRANKISH AHIKNPRS mischievous [adj] 

P-RATTLED PRATTLED ADELPRTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

P-RATTLER PRATTLER AELPRRTT one that prattles (to babble (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

P-RATTLES PRATTLES AELPRSTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

P-REACHED PREACHED ACDEEHPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

P-REACHER PREACHER ACEEHPRR one that preaches (to advocate or recommend urgently) [n -S] 

P-REACHES PREACHES ACEEHPRS PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

P-REACTED PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

P-READAPT PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-READMIT PREADMIT ADEIMPRT to admit beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

P-READOPT PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REALLOT PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

P-REALTER PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REAPPLY PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

P-REARMED PREARMED ADEEMPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

P-REAVERS PREAVERS AEEPRRSV PREAVER, to aver or assert beforehand [v] 

P-REBILLS PREBILLS BEILLPRS PREBILL, to bill beforehand [v] 

P-REBINDS PREBINDS BDEINPRS PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

P-REBIRTH PREBIRTH BEHIPRRT period preceding child's birth [n -S] 

P-REBOARD PREBOARD ABDEOPRR to board before regular time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REBOILS PREBOILS BEILOPRS PREBOIL, to boil beforehand [v] 

P-REBOOKS PREBOOKS BEKOOPRS PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

P-REBOUND PREBOUND BDENOPRU PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

P-REBUILD PREBUILD BDEILPRU to build beforehand [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

P-REBUILT PREBUILT BEILPRTU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

P-RECASTS PRECASTS ACEPRSST PRECAST, to cast before placing into position [v] 

P-RECEDED PRECEDED CDDEEEPR PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

P-RECEDES PRECEDES CDEEEPRS PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

P-RECEPTS PRECEPTS CEEPPRST PRECEPT, rule of conduct [n] 

P-RECHECK PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RECHOSE PRECHOSE CEEHOPRS PRECHOOSE, to choose beforehand [v] 

P-RECIPES PRECIPES CEEIPPRS PRECIPE, praecipe (legal writ) [n] 

P-RECITED PRECITED CDEEIPRT previously cited [adj] 

P-RECLEAN PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RECODED PRECODED CDDEEOPR PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

P-RECODES PRECODES CDEEOPRS PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

P-RECOOKS PRECOOKS CEKOOPRS PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

P-REDATED PREDATED ADDEEPRT PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 
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P-REDATES PREDATES ADEEPRST PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

P-REDRAFT PREDRAFT ADEFPRRT preceding draft (system for selecting players for professional teams) [adj] 

P-REDRIED PREDRIED DDEEIPRR PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

P-REDRIES PREDRIES DEEIPRRS PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

P-REDRILL PREDRILL DEILLPRR to drill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REEDITS PREEDITS DEEIPRST PREEDIT, to edit beforehand [v] 

P-REELECT PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REENACT PREENACT ACEENPRT to enact beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REERECT PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REFACED PREFACED ACDEEFPR PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

P-REFACES PREFACES ACEEFPRS PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

P-REFECTS PREFECTS CEEFPRST PREFECT, ancient Roman official [n] 

P-REFIGHT PREFIGHT EFGHIPRT preceding fight [adj] 

P-REFILED PREFILED DEEFILPR PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

P-REFILES PREFILES EEFILPRS PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

P-REFIRED PREFIRED DEEFIPRR PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

P-REFIRES PREFIRES EEFIPRRS PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

P-REFIXED PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

P-REFIXES PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

P-REFOCUS PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES, SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

P-REFORMS PREFORMS EFMOPRRS PREFORM, to form beforehand [v] 

P-REFROZE PREFROZE EEFOPRRZ PREFREEZE [n] 

P-REFUNDS PREFUNDS DEFNPRSU PREFUND, to fund beforehand [v] 

P-REGNANT PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj] 

P-REHEATS PREHEATS AEEHPRST PREHEAT, to heat beforehand [v] 

P-REJUDGE PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

P-RELATES PRELATES AEELPRST PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [n] 

P-RELIVES PRELIVES EEILPRSV PRELIFE, life conceived as lived before one's earthly life [n] 

P-RELOADS PRELOADS ADELOPRS PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

P-REMAKES PREMAKES AEEKMPRS PREMAKE, to make in advance [v] 

P-REMISED PREMISED DEEIMPRS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

P-REMISES PREMISES EEIMPRSS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

P-REMIXED PREMIXED DEEIMPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

P-REMIXES PREMIXES EEIMPRSX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

P-REMOLDS PREMOLDS DELMOPRS PREMOLD, to mold beforehand [v] 

P-REMORSE PREMORSE EEMOPRRS ending abruptly, as if bitten off [adj] 

P-RENAMES PRENAMES AEEMNPRS PRENAME, forename (first name) [n] 

P-REORDER PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REPACKS PREPACKS ACEKPPRS PREPACK, to package before retail distribution [v] 

P-REPAVED PREPAVED ADEEPPRV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

P-REPAVES PREPAVES AEEPPRSV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

P-REPLACE PREPLACE ACEELPPR to place beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

P-REPLANS PREPLANS AELNPPRS PREPLAN, to plan in advance [v] 

P-REPLANT PREPLANT AELNPPRT occurring before planting [adj] 

P-REPOSED PREPOSED DEEOPPRS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

P-REPOSES PREPOSES EEOPPRSS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 
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P-REPPING PREPPING EGINPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 

P-REPRESS PREPRESS EEPPRRSS pertaining to preparation of copy for printing [adj] 

P-REPRICE PREPRICE CEEIPPRR to price beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

P-REPRINT PREPRINT EINPPRRT to print in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESALES PRESALES AEELPRSS PRESALE, sale in advance [n] 

P-RESCIND PRESCIND CDEINPRS to consider separately [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESCORE PRESCORE CEEOPRRS to record sound of before filming [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-RESELLS PRESELLS EELLPRSS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

P-RESENTS PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

P-RESERVE PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

P-RESHAPE PRESHAPE AEEHPPRS to shape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

P-RESHIPS PRESHIPS EHIPPRSS PRESHIP, to ship beforehand [v] 

P-RESHOWN PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

P-RESHOWS PRESHOWS EHOPRSSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

P-RESIDED PRESIDED DDEEIPRS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

P-RESIDER PRESIDER DEEIPRRS one that presides (to occupy position of authority) [n -S] 

P-RESIDES PRESIDES DEEIPRSS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

P-RESIFTS PRESIFTS EFIPRSST PRESIFT, to sift beforehand [v] 

P-RESOAKS PRESOAKS AEKOPRSS PRESOAK, to soak beforehand [v] 

P-RESOLVE PRESOLVE EELOPRSV to solve beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

P-RESORTS PRESORTS EOPRRSST PRESORT, to sort beforehand [v] 

P-RESPLIT PRESPLIT EILPPRST preceding split [adj] 

P-RESTAMP PRESTAMP AEMPPRST to stamp beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESTERS PRESTERS EEPRRSST PRESTER, priest [n] 

P-RESTORE PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-RESUMED PRESUMED DEEMPRSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

P-RESUMER PRESUMER EEMPRRSU one that presumes (to take for granted) [n -S] 

P-RESUMES PRESUMES EEMPRSSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

P-RETAPED PRETAPED ADEEPPRT PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

P-RETAPES PRETAPES AEEPPRST PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

P-RETASTE PRETASTE AEEPRSTT to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-RETELLS PRETELLS EELLPRST PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

P-RETESTS PRETESTS EEPRSSTT PRETEST, to give preliminary test to [v] 

P-RETRAIN PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RETREAT PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RETRIAL PRETRIAL AEILPRRT proceeding that precedes trial [n -S] 

P-RETRIMS PRETRIMS EIMPRRST PRETRIM, to trim beforehand [v] 

P-RETYPED PRETYPED DEEPPRTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

P-RETYPES PRETYPES EEPPRSTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

P-REUNION PREUNION EINNOPRU union beforehand [n -S] 

P-REUNITE PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-REVALUE PREVALUE AEELPRUV to value beforehand [v -D, -UING, -S] 

P-REVERBS PREVERBS BEEPRRSV PREVERB, prefix or particle preceding root of verb [n] 

P-REVIEWS PREVIEWS EEIPRSVW PREVIEW, to view or exhibit in advance [v] 

P-REVISED PREVISED DEEIPRSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

P-REVISES PREVISES EEIPRSSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 
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P-REVISIT PREVISIT EIIPRSTV to visit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REVISOR PREVISOR EIOPRRSV one that previses (to foresee (to see in advance)) [n -S] 

P-REWARMS PREWARMS AEMPRRSW PREWARM, to warm beforehand [v] 

P-REWEIGH PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REWIRED PREWIRED DEEIPRRW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

P-REWIRES PREWIRES EEIPRRSW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

P-REWORKS PREWORKS EKOPRRSW PREWORK, to work beforehand [v] 

P-REWRAPS PREWRAPS AEPPRRSW PREWRAP, to wrap beforehand [v] 

P-RICKETS PRICKETS CEIKPRST PRICKET, spike for holding candle upright [n] 

P-RICKING PRICKING CGIIKNPR prickly feeling [n -S] / PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] 

P-RIGGING PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

P-RILLING PRILLING GIILLNPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

P-RIMMING PRIMMING GIIMMNPR PRIM, to give prim expression to [v] 

P-ROBANDS PROBANDS ABDNOPRS PROBAND, one whose reactions or responses are studied [n] 

P-RODDING PRODDING DDGINOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

P-ROOFERS PROOFERS EFOOPRRS PROOFER, one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n] 

P-ROOFING PROOFING FGINOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

P-ROSIEST PROSIEST EIOPRSST PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 

P-SALTERS PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

P-SALTERY PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

P-SHAWING PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

P-UNITIVE PUNITIVE EIINPTUV inflicting punishment [adj] 

P-URGINGS PURGINGS GGINPRSU PURGING, act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n] 

P-UTTERED PUTTERED DEEPRTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

P-UTTERER PUTTERER EEPRRTTU one that putters (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Front Hooks 8s to make 9s 

P 

P-ALTERERS  PALTERERS AEELPRRST PALTERER, one that palters (to talk or act insincerely) [n] 

P-ALTERING  PALTERING AEGILNPRT PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

P-ARTICLES  PARTICLES ACEILPRST PARTICLE, very small piece or part [n] 

P-ARTISANS  PARTISANS AAINPRSST PARTISAN, firm supporter of person, party, or cause [n] 

P-EARLIEST  PEARLIEST AEEILPRST PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

P-ENCHANTS  PENCHANTS ACEHNNPST PENCHANT, strong liking for something [n] 

P-ENTANGLE  PENTANGLE AEEGLNNPT pentagram (five-pointed star) [n -S] 

P-ETIOLATE  PETIOLATE AEEILOPTT having stalk or petiole [adj] 

P-HONEYING  PHONEYING EGHINNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

P-ICKINESS  PICKINESS CEIIKNPSS state of being picky (fussy, finicky, choosy) [n -ES] 

P-INFOLDED  PINFOLDED DDEFILNOP PINFOLD, to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v] 

P-INNATELY  PINNATELY AEILNNPTY having branches [adv] 

P-INSETTER  PINSETTER EEINPRSTT person who manually reset bowling pins [n -S] 

P-ITCHIEST  PITCHIEST CEHIIPSTT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 

P-LACELESS  PLACELESS ACEELLPSS lacking fixed location [adj] 

P-LATINIZE  PLATINIZE AEIILNPTZ coat with platinum [v -D, -ZING, -S] 
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P-LATITUDE  PLATITUDE ADEILPTTU remark or statement used too often to be interesting or thoughtful [n -S] 

P-LEACHING  PLEACHING ACEGHILNP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

P-LEADABLE  PLEADABLE AABDEELLP able to be offered as formal plea in court [adj] 

P-LEADINGS  PLEADINGS ADEGILNPS PLEADING, allegation in legal action [n] 

P-LEATHERS  PLEATHERS AEEHLPRST PLEATHER, plastic fabric made to look like leather [n] 

P-LIGHTERS  LIGHTERS EGHILPRST PLIGHTER, one that plights (to promise or bind by solemn pledge) [n] 

P-LIGHTING  PLIGHTING GGHIILNPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

P-LOWLANDS  PLOWLANDS ADLLNOPSW PLOWLAND, land suitable for cultivation [n] 

P-LUCKIEST  PLUCKIEST CEIKLPSTU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

P-LUMBAGOS  PLUMBAGOS ABGLMOPSU PLUMBAGO, graphite (variety of carbon) [n] 

P-LUMPIEST  PLUMPIEST EILMPPSTU PLUMPY, plumpish (somewhat plump) [adj] 

P-LUSHNESS  PLUSHNESS EHLNPSSSU state of being plush (excessively or showily luxurious) [n -ES] 

P-NEUMATIC  PNEUMATIC ACEIMNPTU containing or operated by air or gas under pressure [adj] / [n -S] 

P-OENOLOGY  POENOLOGY EGLNOOOPY penology (study of punishment of crime and prison management) [n -GIES] 

P-ORTOLANS  PORTOLANS ALNOOPRST PORTOLAN, book of sailing directions [n] 

P-OSTMARKS  POSTMARKS AKMOPRSST POSTMARK, to stamp mail with official mark [v] 

P-OTHERING  POTHERING EGHINOPRT POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

P-RATTLERS  PRATTLERS AELPRRSTT PRATTLER, one that prattles (to babble (to talk idly or excessively)) [n] 

P-RATTLING  PRATTLING AGILNPRTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

P-REABSORB  PREABSORB ABBEOPRRS to absorb beforehand or in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REACCUSE  PREACCUSE ACCEEPRSU ACCUSE, to make assertion against [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REACHERS  PREACHERS ACEEHPRRS PREACHER, one that preaches (to advocate or recommend urgently) [n] 

P-REACHING  PREACHING ACEGHINPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

P-REACTING  PREACTING ACEGINPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

P-READAPTS  PREADAPTS AADEPPRST PREADAPT, to adapt beforehand [v] 

P-READJUST  PREADJUST ADEJPRSTU ADJUST, to bring to more satisfactory state [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-READMITS  PREADMITS ADEIMPRST PREADMIT, to admit beforehand [v] 

P-READOPTS  PREADOPTS ADEOPPRST PREADOPT, to adopt beforehand [v] 

P-REALLOTS  PREALLOTS AELLOPRST PREALLOT, to allot beforehand [v] 

P-REALTERS  PREALTERS AEELPRRST PREALTER, to alter beforehand [v] 

P-REARMING  PREARMING AEGIMNPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

P-REASSIGN  PREASSIGN AEGINPRSS to assign beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REASSURE  PREASSURE AEEPRRSSU to assure beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-REBIDDEN  PREBIDDEN BDDEEINPR PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

P-REBILLED  PREBILLED BDEEILLPR PREBILL, to bill beforehand [v] 

P-REBIRTHS  PREBIRTHS BEHIPRRST PREBIRTH, period preceding child's birth [n] 

P-REBOARDS  PREBOARDS ABDEOPRRS PREBOARD, to board before regular time [v] 

P-REBOILED  PREBOILED BDEEILOPR PREBOIL, to boil beforehand [v] 

P-REBOOKED  PREBOOKED BDEEKOOPR PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

P-REBOUGHT  PREBOUGHT BEGHOPRTU PREBUY, to buy beforehand [v] 

P-REBUILDS  PREBUILDS BDEILPRSU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

P-REBUYING  PREBUYING BEGINPRUY PREBUY, to buy beforehand [v] 

P-RECEDING  PRECEDING CDEEGINPR PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

P-RECENSOR  PRECENSOR CEENOPRRS to censor beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RECEPTOR  PRECEPTOR CEEOPPRRT teacher or instructor [n -S] 

P-RECESSED  PRECESSED CDEEEPRSS PRECESS, to rotate with complex motion [v] 
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P-RECESSES  PRECESSES CEEEPRSSS PRECESS, to rotate with complex motion [v] 

P-RECHARGE  PRECHARGE ACEEGHPRR to charge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

P-RECHECKS  PRECHECKS CCEEHKPRS PRECHECK, to check beforehand [v] 

P-RECHOOSE  PRECHOOSE CEEHOOPRS to choose beforehand [v -HOSE, -HOSEN, -SING, -S] 

P-RECHOSEN  PRECHOSEN CEEHNOPRS PRECHOOSE, to choose beforehand [v] 

P-RECISION  PRECISION CEIINOPRS quality, condition, or fact of being exact or accurate [n -S] 

P-RECLEANS  PRECLEANS ACEELNPRS PRECLEAN, to clean beforehand [v] 

P-RECODING  PRECODING CDEGINOPR PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

P-RECOOKED  PRECOOKED CDEEKOOPR PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

P-REDATING  PREDATING ADEGINPRT PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

P-REDEFINE  PREDEFINE DEEEFINPR to define beforehand [v -D, -NING, -S] 

P-REDIGEST  PREDIGEST DEEGIPRST to digest beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REDRILLS  PREDRILLS DEILLPRRS PREDRILL, to drill beforehand [v] 

P-REDRYING  PREDRYING DEGINPRRY PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

P-REEDITED  PREEDITED DDEEEIPRT PREEDIT, to edit beforehand [v] 

P-REELECTS  PREELECTS CEEELPRST PREELECT, to elect or choose beforehand [v] 

P-REENACTS  PREENACTS ACEENPRST PREENACT, to enact beforehand [v] 

P-REERECTS  PREERECTS CEEEPRRST PREERECT, to erect beforehand [v] 

P-REEXPOSE  PREEXPOSE EEEOPPRSX to expose beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REFACING  PREFACING ACEFGINPR PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

P-REFERRED  PREFERRED DEEEFPRRR PREFER, to hold in higher regard or esteem [v] 

P-REFERRER  PREFERRER EEEFPRRRR one that prefers [n -S] 

P-REFIGURE  PREFIGURE EEFGIPRRU to figure beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

P-REFILING  PREFILING EFGIILNPR PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

P-REFILLED  PREFILLED DEEFILLPR to fill beforehand [adj] 

P-REFIRING  PREFIRING EFGIINPRR PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

P-REFIXING  PREFIXING EFGIINPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

P-REFORMAT  PREFORMAT AEFMOPRRT to format beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

P-REFORMED  PREFORMED DEEFMOPRR PREFORM, to form beforehand [v] 

P-REFREEZE  PREFREEZE EEEEFPRRZ to freeze beforehand [v] PREFROZEN, -OZE, -ZING, -S] 

P-REFROZEN  PREFROZEN EEFNOPRRZ PREFREEZE [v] 

P-REFUNDED  PREFUNDED DDEEFNPRU PREFUND, to fund beforehand [v] 

P-REGNANCY  PREGNANCY ACEGNNPRY condition or period of being pregnant [n -CIES] 

P-REGROWTH  PREGROWTH EGHOPRRTW to grow beforehand [n -S] 

P-REHANDLE  PREHANDLE ADEEHLNPR to handle beforehand [v -D, -LING, -S] 

P-REHARDEN  PREHARDEN ADEEHNPRR to harden beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REHEATED  PREHEATED ADEEEHPRT PREHEAT, to heat beforehand [v] 

P-REHEATER  PREHEATER AEEEHPRRT one that preheats [n -S] 

P-REHIRING  PREHIRING EGHIINPRR to hire beforehand [adj] 

P-REIMPOSE  PREIMPOSE EEIMOPPRS to impose beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

P-REINFORM  PREINFORM EFIMNOPRR to inform beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REINSERT  PREINSERT EEINPRRST to insert beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REINVITE  PREINVITE EEIINPRTV to invite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-REJUDGED  PREJUDGED DDEEGJPRU PREJUDGE, to judge beforehand [v] 

P-REJUDGES  PREJUDGES DEEGJPRSU PREJUDGE, to judge beforehand [v] 

P-RELAUNCH  PRELAUNCH ACEHLNPRU to launch beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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P-RELOADED  PRELOADED ADDEELOPR PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

P-RELOCATE  PRELOCATE ACEELOPRT to locate beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-REMARKET  PREMARKET AEEKMPRRT to market beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REMISING  PREMISING EGIIMNPRS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

P-REMIXING  PREMIXING EGIIMNPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

P-REMODIFY  PREMODIFY DEFIMOPRY to modify beforehand [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

P-REMOLDED  PREMOLDED DDEELMOPR PREMOLD, to mold beforehand [v] 

P-RENOTIFY  PRENOTIFY EFINOPRTY to notify beforehand [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

P-RENUMBER  PRENUMBER BEEMNPRRU to number beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REOBTAIN  PREOBTAIN ABEINOPRT to obtain beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REOCCUPY  PREOCCUPY CCEOPPRUY to occupy beforehand [v -PIED, -ING, -PIES] 

P-REORDAIN  PREORDAIN ADEINOPRR to ordain beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REORDERS  PREORDERS DEEOPRRRS PREORDER, to order beforehand [v] 

P-REPACKED  PREPACKED ACDEEKPPR PREPACK, to package before retail distribution [v] 

P-REPASTED  PREPASTED ADEEPPRST PREPASTE, to paste beforehand [v] 

P-REPAVING  PREPAVING AEGINPPRV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

P-REPAYING  PREPAYING AEGINPPRY PREPAY, to pay in advance [v] 

P-REPLACED  PREPLACED ACDEELPPR PREPLACE, to place beforehand [v] 

P-REPLACES  PREPLACES ACEELPPRS PREPLACE, to place beforehand [v] 

P-REPOSING  PREPOSING EGINOPPRS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

P-REPRICED  PREPRICED CDEEIPPRR PREPRICE, to price beforehand [v] 

P-REPRICES  PREPRICES CEEIPPRRS PREPRICE, to price beforehand [v] 

P-REPRINTS  PREPRINTS EINPPRRST PREPRINT, to print in advance [v] 

P-RERECORD  PRERECORD CDEEOPRRR to record beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REREVIEW  PREREVIEW EEEIPRRVW reviewed beforehand [adj] 

P-RESCHOOL  PRESCHOOL CEHLOOPRS nursery school [n -S] 

P-RESCINDS  PRESCINDS CDEINPRSS PRESCIND, to consider separately [v] 

P-RESCORED  PRESCORED CDEEOPRRS PRESCORE, to record sound of before filming [v] 

P-RESCORES  PRESCORES CEEOPRRSS PRESCORE, to record sound of before filming [v] 

P-RESCREEN  PRESCREEN CEEENPRRS to screen beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESCRIPT  PRESCRIPT CEIPPRRST ordinance, law, or command [n -S] 

P-RESEASON  PRESEASON AEENOPRSS period of time before regular season [n -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESELECT  PRESELECT CEEELPRST to select beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESENTED  PRESENTED DEEENPRST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

P-RESERVED  PRESERVED DEEEPRRSV PRESERVE, to keep free from harm or danger [v] 

P-RESERVER  PRESERVER EEEPRRRSV rescue equipment to keep person from drowning [n] 

P-RESERVES  PRESERVES EEEPRRSSV PRESERVE, to keep free from harm or danger [v] 

P-RESETTLE  PRESETTLE EEELPRSTT to settle beforehand [v -D, -LING, -S] 

P-RESHAPED  PRESHAPED ADEEHPPRS PRESHAPE, to shape beforehand [v] 

P-RESHAPES  PRESHAPES AEEHPPRSS PRESHAPE, to shape beforehand [v] 

P-RESHOWED  PRESHOWED DEEHOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

P-RESIDENT  PRESIDENT DEEINPRST elected head of republican state [n -S] 

P-RESIDERS  PRESIDERS DEEIPRRSS PRESIDER, one that presides (to occupy position of authority) [n] 

P-RESIDING  PRESIDING DEGIINPRS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

P-RESIFTED  PRESIFTED DEEFIPRST PRESIFT, to sift beforehand [v] 

P-RESOAKED  PRESOAKED ADEEKOPRS PRESOAK, to soak beforehand [v] 
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P-RESOLVED  PRESOLVED DEELOPRSV PRESOLVE, to solve beforehand [v] 

P-RESOLVES  RESOLVES EELOPRSSV PRESOLVE, to solve beforehand [v] 

P-RESORTED  PRESORTED DEEOPRRST PRESORT, to sort beforehand [v] 

P-RESTAMPS  PRESTAMPS AEMPPRSST PRESTAMP, to stamp beforehand [v] 

P-RESTORED  PRESTORED DEEOPRRST PRESTORE, to store beforehand [v] 

P-RESTORES  PRESTORES EEOPRRSST PRESTORE, to store beforehand [v] 

P-RESTRESS  PRESTRESS EEPRRSSST to stress beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RESTRIKE  PRESTRIKE EEIKPRRST of period before strike [adj] 

P-RESUMERS  PRESUMERS EEMPRRSSU PRESUMER, one that presumes (to take for granted) [n] 

P-RESUMING  PRESUMING EGIMNPRSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

P-RESURVEY  PRESURVEY EEPRRSUVY to survey beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-RETAPING  PRETAPING AEGINPPRT PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

P-RETASTED  PRETASTED ADEEPRSTT PRETASTE, to taste beforehand [v] 

P-RETASTES  PRETASTES AEEPRSSTT PRETASTE, to taste beforehand [v] 

P-RETESTED  PRETESTED DEEEPRSTT PRETEST, to give preliminary test to [v] 

P-RETRAINS  PRETRAINS AEINPRRST PRETRAIN, to train beforehand [v] 

P-RETREATS  PRETREATS AEEPRRSTT PRETREAT, to treat beforehand [v] 

P-RETRIALS  PRETRIALS AEILPRRST PRETRIAL, proceeding that precedes trial [n] 

P-RETYPING  PRETYPING EGINPPRTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

P-REUNIONS  PREUNIONS EINNOPRSU PREUNION, union beforehand [n] 

P-REUNITED  PREUNITED DEEINPRTU PREUNITE, to unite beforehand [v] 

P-REUNITES  PREUNITES EEINPRSTU PREUNITE, to unite beforehand [v] 

P-REVALUED  PREVALUED ADEELPRUV PREVALUE, to value beforehand [v] 

P-REVALUES  PREVALUES AEELPRSUV PREVALUE, to value beforehand [v] 

P-REVIEWED  PREVIEWED DEEEIPRVW PREVIEW, to view or exhibit in advance [v] 

P-REVIEWER  PREVIEWER EEEIPRRVW someone who or something that gives preview [n -S] 

P-REVISING  PREVISING EGIINPRSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

P-REVISION  PREVISION EIINOPRSV to vision beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

P-REVISITS  PREVISITS EIIPRSSTV PREVISIT, to visit beforehand [v] 

P-REVISORS  PREVISORS EIOPRRSSV PREVISOR, one that previses (to foresee (to see in advance)) [n] 

P-REWARMED  PREWARMED ADEEMPRRW PREWARM, to warm beforehand [v] 

P-REWASHED  PREWASHED ADEEHPRSW PREWASH, to wash beforehand [v] 

P-REWASHES  PREWASHES AEEHPRSSW PREWASH, to wash beforehand [v] 

P-REWEIGHS  PREWEIGHS EEGHIPRSW PREWEIGH, to weigh beforehand [v] 

P-REWIRING  PREWIRING EGIINPRRW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

P-REWORKED  PREWORKED DEEKOPRRW PREWORK, to work beforehand [v] 

P-ROSINESS  PROSINESS EINOPRSSS of nature of or resembling prose [n] 

P-ROSTRATE  PROSTRATE AEOPRRSTT lying stretched out on ground with one’s face downward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-RUDERIES  PRUDERIES DEEIPRRSU PRUDERY, excessive regard for propriety, modesty, or morality [n] 

P-UNGENTLY  PUNGENTLY EGLNNPTUY with sharp strong taste or smell [adv] 

P-USTULATE  PUSTULATE AELPSTTUU to form into pustules [v -D, -TING, -S] 

P-UTTERERS  PUTTERERS EEPRRSTTU PUTTERER, one that putters (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [n] 

P-UTTERING  PUTTERING EGINPRTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 
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